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Abstract— In this paper, we propose ARME (Assured Rate
MAC Extension), an extension of the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol
to provide throughput guarantees. The proposed extension relies
on the Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) with a modiﬁed
algorithm for the computation of the Contention Window (CW).
Best Effort service (with no throughput guarantee) is supported
by the functionality of the current 802.11 standard in such a way
that legacy IEEE 802.11 terminals behave as Best Effort terminals
in ARME. The performance of the proposed extension has been
extensively evaluated through simulation; simulation results show
that IEEE 802.11 devices using ARME behave well for different
types of trafﬁc and different source rates.
Index Terms—Wireless LAN, Throughput Guarantees, Assured
Rate Service, Differentiated Services, Quality of Service, MAC,
IEEE 802.11

Rate MAC Extension), in line with the Assured Rate PDB proposed for DiffServ. This Assured Rate Service guarantees a
speciﬁc throughput to its user. A typical user of this service
could be the CEO of a company requiring a high speed access
to Internet independent of the level of congestion of the company’s Wireless LAN.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II we
recall the basics of the IEEE 802.11 standard. In Section III we
explain the ARME architecture for an Assured Rate Service and
its interaction with the Best Effort Service and legacy 802.11
terminals. The algorithm used in ARME for the Contention
Window (CW) computation is thoroughly described in IV. In
Section V we present our simulations results and, ﬁnally, the
paper closes with an overview on related work and the conclusions (Sections VI and VII).

I. I NTRODUCTION
One of the biggest challenges in today’s computer networks
is to provide the Quality of Service (QoS) appropriate for the
constantly growing demand from the side of applications. Over
the last ten years, considerable effort has been made to provide QoS to the Internet, with proposals such as Integrated Services [1] and Differentiated Services [2]. Both of these architectures use queuing mechanisms which schedule and drop packets
according to their delay priority and bandwidth assurance.
QoS mechanisms are of particular relevance in the case of
Wireless LAN, where the bandwidth is scarce and the efﬁcient
use of it is of special importance. Frequency is a scarce resource
and, due to the propagation characteristics of the radio channel,
is a shared medium for those using it.
Since Wireless LANs may be considered as just another technology in the communications path, it is desirable that the architecture for QoS support follows the same principles in the
wireless network as in the wireline Internet, assuring compatibility among the wireless and the wireline parts. The Differentiated Services (DiffServ) architecture for the wireline Internet
aims at providing simple and scalable service differentiation by
discriminating and treating the data ﬂows according to their service class [2]. DiffServ makes a trade-off: QoS for individual
packets is not necessarily guaranteed, but the DiffServ architecture scales well and is easy to implement. Because of these
reasons, DiffServ is an increasingly popular approach for providing QoS in the Internet.
DiffServ standardization is currently an ongoing effort. Up
to date, two Per-Hop Behaviors (PHBs) have been standardized:
the Expedited Forwarding PHB [3] and the Assured Forwarding
PHB [4], and several Per-Domain Behaviors (PDBs) have been
proposed for standardization: the Virtual Wire PDB [5], the
Bulk Handling PDB [6] and the Assured Rate PDB [7], [8].
This paper proposes an Assured Rate Service Extension for
the MAC layer of the IEEE 802.11 standard (ARME: Assured
0-7803-7376-6/02/$17.00 (c) 2002 IEEE.

II. T HE IEEE 802.11 MAC LAYER
The basic IEEE 802.11 Medium Access mechanism is called
Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) and is based on
the Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance
(CSMA/CA) protocol [9]. CSMA/CA was ﬁrst investigated
thoroughly in [10] and [11]. The MAC scheme used in IEEE
802.11 is an extended version of the FAMA protocol [12]. It is
slotted, i.e. the access can happen only at speciﬁc instants. The
802.11 MAC protocol operation is shown in Figure 1.
In the DCF mode, a station must sense the medium before
initiating the transmission of a packet. If the medium is sensed
idle for a time interval greater than the DCF Inter Frame Space
(DIFS), then the station transmits the packet. Otherwise, the
transmission is deferred and a backoff process is started.
Immediate access when medium is
free >= DIFS
DIFS
Busy Medium

DIFS
PIFS
SIFS

Contention-Window

Backoff Window

Next Frame

Slottime
Defer Access

Select Slot and decrement Backoff as long
as medium is idle

Fig. 1. Basic 802.11 MAC protocol operation

Speciﬁcally, the station computes the backoff interval as an
equally distributed random value taken from the range of 0 to
the so-called Contention Window (CW), where the backoff time
is measured in slot times. This backoff interval is then used to
initialize the backoff timer. This timer is decreased only when
the medium is idle and is frozen when it is sensed busy. Each
time the medium becomes idle for a period longer than a DIFS,
the backoff timer is periodically decremented, once every slottime.
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As soon as the backoff timer expires, the station starts to
transmit. A collision occurs when two or more stations start
transmission simultaneously in the same slot. To avoid collisions, a Request To Send (RTS) and a clear to send (CTS) can
be exchanged between source and receiving station prior to the
actual frame transmission. In addition, an Acknowledgement
(Ack) is transmitted to the source after successful reception of
the frame to detect collisions. The Ack scheme can additionally
be used to control the retransmission of erroneous frames. The
RTS/CTS scheme is also used for hidden node handling.
If a CTS or acknowledgment is not received by the source
station, it assumes that the transmission attempt was not successful and re-enters the backoff process. To reduce the probability of collisions, the CW is doubled after each unsuccessful
transmission attempt until a predeﬁned maximum (   ) is
reached. After a successful frame transmission, if the station
still has frames buffered for transmission, it must execute a new
backoff process.
The second access mechanism speciﬁed in the IEEE standard is built on top of DCF and it is called Point Coordination Function (PCF). It is a centralized mechanism, where one
central coordinator polls stations and allows them undisturbed,
contention free access to the channel. In contention free access mechanism, collisions do not occur since the access to the
channel is controlled by one entity. The PCF mechanism, however, is not supported in most wireless cards, and it was shown
in [13] that the cooperation between PCF and DCF modes leads
to poor throughput performance. The PCF scheme has no practical meaning to this paper.
The three Inter Frame Spaces (IFS) serve the purpose of
deﬁning different levels of access priorities. They deﬁne the
minimal time that a station has to let pass after the end of a
frame, before it may start transmitting a certain type of frame
itself. After a SIFS (Short IFS), the shortest interframe space,
only acknowledgements, CTS and data frames in response to
poll by the PCF may be sent. The use of the PIFS and the DIFS
serves to separate the PCF and DCF modes, giving a higher
priority to the former.
III. A SSURED R ATE MAC E XTENSION (ARME)
DiffServ is based on simple mechanisms with minimal control and signaling, and does not require to keep per-ﬂow state at
core nodes. ARME, the Assured Rate MAC Extension we propose, follows the same principles: it is based on distributed control, minimizing thus the signaling overhead at the MAC layer,
and does not require to keep per-ﬂow state at the MAC level.
Note that the current 802.11 MAC is also distributed and connectionless. The introduction of a centralized and connectionoriented MAC scheme as an extension to 802.11 would be a
major change in the paradigm and would probably impact the
backward compatibility and increase the migration effort.
Also like DiffServ, the ARME architecture provides a soft
kind of QoS, i.e. statistical QoS guarantees are given to trafﬁc
aggregates, but an individual packet does not receive any kind
of guarantee. Note that this ﬁts well the type of QoS that can be
achieved with a distributed and connectionless MAC.
In ARME we distinguish two types of service: the Assured
Rate Service and Best Effort. An Assured Rate station in
0-7803-7376-6/02/$17.00 (c) 2002 IEEE.

ARME is a station that has contracted a service with a certain
assured rate, while a Best Effort station has not contracted any
rate. In the discussion and simulations of this paper, we assume that each station is using only one service (Assured Rate
or Best Effort). The proposed algorithm, however, can be easily
extended when one node is using both services.
In the DCF approach, the throughput received by a station
depends on its CW: the smaller the CW, the higher the throughput. In ARME, the Assured Rate Service is supported by the
DCF function of the current standard with minor changes in
the computation of the CW in order to give to each station the
expected throughput according to the service contracted by the
station. Thus, both the Assured Rate station and the Best Effort
access the channel with the DCF mode but with different CWs.
In Section IV we present in detail the algorithm for computing
the CW for Assured Rate stations.
The protocol operation of ARME is shown in the example
of Figure 2, in which, after the end of a previous transmission,
there are two stations with a packet to transmit, one Assured
Rate station and one Best Effort station. In the example, the
Assured Rate station, which is competing with a smaller CW,
accesses the channel ﬁrst. The Best Effort station uses the CW
calculated according to the current IEEE 802.11 standard and
accesses the channel afterwards. Note that with this choice of
the CW for Best Effort, 802.11 terminals behave as Best Effort
terminals in the ARME architecture, providing thus backward
compatibility.
Ack
SIFS

Ack

DIFS
PIFS

SIFS

Assured Rate
packet

previous
transmission

DIFS
PIFS
Best Effort
packet
time

Contention slots
(ARME CW computation
algorithm)

Contention slots
(802.11 CW computation
algorithm)

Fig. 2. Protocol Operation.

According to the above explanation of ARME, Best Effort
and Assured Rate packets use the same IFS but compete with
each other with different CWs. This can be compared to the
RIO buffer management in DiffServ [14], in which in-proﬁle
and out-of-proﬁle packets share the same buffer but are dropped
with different probabilities as a function of the buffer occupancy. The difference is that ARME, in contrast to RIO, has
to work on a distributed basis.
The CW of Best Effort trafﬁc cannot be arbitrarily increased
for backward compatibility reasons. Also, the CW of Assured
Rate trafﬁc cannot be arbitrarily decreased, since this would
lead to an unstable situation with permanent collisions. The
consequence of these limitations in the CWs make it impossible
to totally control the capacity given to each service. Therefore
a certain level of impact of Best Effort to Assured Rate is unavoidable. This impact has been studied in the simulations (see
Section V-B).
Our approach requires admission control to ensure that the
sum of the throughputs committed to the Assured Rate Service
is not larger than the total throughput available in the Wireless
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LAN. This admission control in the wireless access should be
considered as an integral part of the admission control deﬁned
in the DiffServ architecture.

bucket

bsize
blen

queue

IV. C ONTENTION W INDOW C OMPUTATION FOR ARME
In the DCF mode of the 802.11 standard, the size of the CW
determines the probability for a station to win the contention.
The smaller the CW is, the higher the probability of getting access to the channel. As a consequence, there is a direct relationship between the CW assigned to a station and the bandwidth
that this station will receive in a speciﬁc scenario. An Assured
Rate Service can therefore be provided by assigning to a station the CW corresponding to the bandwidth requested by this
station.
The difﬁculty of this approach, however, relies in determining the CW that will lead to the speciﬁed bandwidth. Note that
this value depends on the number of stations that compete for
accessing the channel and their CWs, which is a changing condition.
A. Contention Window Computation
The approach we have chosen for the calculation of the CW
in ARME is a dynamic one: each station monitors the bandwidth experienced and modiﬁes its CW in order to achieve the
desired throughput. For each packet transmitted, we estimate
the sending rate of the terminal; in the case that the estimated
rate is smaller than the desired one, we slightly decrease the
CW, while in the opposite case, we increase it slightly.
The above explanation describes the basics of the algorithm.
However, in the adjustment of the CW, there are additional aspects that have to be taken into account:
¯ We do not want the CW to increase above the values used
by the Best Effort terminals, since this would lead to a
worse performance than Best Effort. On the other hand, as
explained in Section III, for backward compatibility reasons, the CW for Best Effort should be the one deﬁned by
the 802.11 standard.
¯ If the low sending rate of the application is the reason for
transmitting below the desired rate, then the CW should
obviously not be decreased.
¯ When estimating the sending rate, it would be desirable to
control the allowed burstiness of the source.
¯ CWs should not be allowed to decrease in such a way that
they negatively inﬂuence the overall performance of the
network.
Considering all the above issues, we have designed an algorithm for the computation of the CW, which is inspired in the
token bucket algorithm. In our scheme, we use the number of
bytes in the bucket (bucket length) and the occupancy of the
transmission buffer (queue length) as input parameters in the
algorithm (see Figure 3). This is further explained in the following points:
¯ The token bucket gets ﬁlled at the desired transmission
rate. For each successful transmission, the length of the
transmitted packet in bytes is subtracted from the bucket.
Thus the bucket length ( ) represents the resources that
the user has for transmitting packets.
0-7803-7376-6/02/$17.00 (c) 2002 IEEE.

qsize

qlen

Fig. 3. Token bucket algorithm for AS.

¯

The user has resources to transmit a packet only if the
bucket has enough bytes in it (we have taken a certain limit
 to represent the minimum needed).
¯ The bucket size ( ) determines the accepted burstiness
of the source; the maximum length allowed to a burst is
.
equal to 
¯ The queue length () expresses the willingness of a station to transmit packets. The CW is only decreased if the
queue is not empty (if the queue is empty, the user is not
ﬁlling it, which means that the current CW satisﬁes the
sending needs of the user).
¯ When increasing the CW, the value assigned to it can never
exceed the size of the CW used for Best Effort.
¯ If the channel is detected to be below its optimum limit
of throughput due to too small values for the CWs (i.e.
overload), the CW is increased. This aspect is discussed
in detail in the following clause.
The above considerations lead to the following algorithm.
This algorithm computes a value which is used to scale the
CW values deﬁned in 802.11. Note that, besides this scaling of
the CW, the backoff time computation algorithm is left as deﬁned in the 802.11 standard (i.e. the Contention Window is doubled after each unsuccessful transmission attempt for a given
number of times).
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The presented algorithm depends on the number of parameters, namely ,  and  . Simulations have shown that
the tuning of these constants is not critical for the performance
of the protocol as long as they have reasonable values. In the
simulations results presented in Section V we have taken 
equal to  ,  equal to    ,  
equal to 1072 bytes and  equal to 0.025.
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B. Overload
So far we have not discussed one important issue which is
the overload. In fact, due to the nature of our algorithm and, in
particular, due to the dynamic way of adjustment of the size of
the CW, a mechanism for controlling the overload is necessary.
As we can see in (1), each station adjusts its CW only on the
basis of its own requirements. Such “selﬁshness” can lead to an
unstable state, due to the following side effect of the CWs. We
have been arguing so far that, the smaller the CW for a given
station, the bigger the probability for this station of seizing the
channel before any other station. But another consequence of
such a procedure is that the more stations with a small CW, the
bigger the probability of a collision. If there is a large number
of Assured Rate stations, this can lead to an absolute blockage of the channel. Once all of the stations start decreasing
their CWs in order to get the requested bandwidth, the number of collisions will start increasing, and this will decrease the
overall throughput of the channel, and, as a consequence, the
bandwidth experienced by each station. This will lead to even
smaller CWs, and therefore, to an unstable state with continuous collisions. A solution to avoid this situation, which we have
called overload, is to extend (1) with the following condition:

         
           
 
          
     







 

  

(4)

where    is again a constant.
The above equation requires of some way to detect when we
are in a situation of overload. As mentioned before, in a situation of overload each station experiences a large number of
collisions. Therefore, if we now provide each station with a
collision counter1, which determines how many collisions in
average a packet experiences before it is successfully transmitted, we can write the following simple condition to determine
overload

           

(5)

where  is a constant that has to be properly adjusted. If  is too
low, AS stations will not be allowed to decrease their CWs sufﬁciently, and as a consequence they will not be able to achieve
the desired bandwidth. On the other hand, if  is too large, the
number of collisions in the channel will be very high and the
overall performance will be harmed. This constant, therefore,
represents a tradeoff between the level of differentiation of AS
against Best Effort and the efﬁciency (i.e. total throughput) of
the channel. This tradeoff has been studied via simulation (see
Section V-E), and an optimum value for  has been chosen according to simulation results.
½ Note that in 802.11 collisions can only be detected through the lack of the
Ack. However, a missing Ack can also be caused by other reasons different than
a collision. In the simulations section we study the impact into our algorithm
of having missing Acks due to errors in the channel (see Section V-F).
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The average number of collisions,    , in Equation 5 is calculated after each successful transmission in the
following way


  

 







     

  

(6)

where in order to smoothen its behavior, we use some sort
of memory, taking into account the last calculated value of
    (on the rhs of Equation 6). The constant  is a small
number (in our case   ) playing the role of a smoothening
factor.
V. S IMULATIONS
To test the performance of the ARME scheme presented in
this paper, we simulated it on a network consisting of a number of wireless terminals in a 2 Mbps Wireless LAN communicating with a ﬁxed node. These simulations were performed
in ns-2 [15]. For this purpose, the CW computation algorithm
of Equation 4 was inserted into the existing implementation of
the 802.11 MAC DCF protocol in ns-2. In the simulations performed, stations using the normal 802.11 MAC protocol (i.e.
Best Effort in our architecture) coexisted with stations using the
Assured Rate Service, in such a way that each station used either the Assured Rate Service or Best Effort. The packet length
was set to 1000 bytes for all simulations.
We chose to use the RTS/CTS mechanism in all cases. This
mechanism, optional in the 802.11 standard, increases bandwidth efﬁciency in case of many collisions, since with this
mechanism collisions occur with the relative small control
packets rather than with long data packets. Since our architecture may lead to larger number of collisions than the normal
802.11 MAC DCF, this mechanism can be especially beneﬁcial
in our case.
A. Bandwidth Assurance
In ARME, the assurance of the requested bandwidth for Assured Rate is done adjusting adaptively the CW of Assured Rate
stations according to the measured throughput. Figure 4 shows
this dynamic adjustment; the simulation corresponds to a scenario with a total number of 10 stations, 8 of which are Best
Effort and 2 Assured Rate with a rate assurance of 500 Kbps
each. All stations are sending UDP CBR trafﬁc at a rate of
500 Kbps. It can be seen that the instantaneous bandwidth of
Assured Rate stations (referred as AS in the graph) oscillates
around the desired value (500 Kbps), while Best Effort stations
(referred as BE) receive a much lower throughput.
B. Impact of Best Effort terminals
In Section III we have argued that it is impossible to avoid
a certain level of impact of Best Effort stations on the Assured Rate Service. This impact is studied in the simulation
results shown in Figure 5. This ﬁgure shows the variation of
the throughput received by Assured Rate stations in different
scenarios when the number of Best Effort stations increases. In
these simulations, Assured Rate stations receive a bandwidth
assurance such that a total amount of 1 Mbps is assigned to
Assured Rate (i.e. in the case of 1 Assured Rate station, this
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Fig. 4. Instantaneous Bandwidth of 1 AS station vs. 1 Best Effort station.
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Fig. 5. Impact of Best Effort to the bandwidth for Assured Service.

Fig. 7. Channel utilization.

station receives a bandwidth assurance of 1 Mbps; in the case
of 2, each receives a bandwidth assurance of 500 Kbps; in the
case of 4, 250 Kbps; and in the case of 8, 125 Kbps).
It can be seen that the total bandwidth received by the Assured Rate Service (ideally 1 Mbps shared among the Assured
Rate stations) decreases with the number of Best Effort stations.
When the total number of stations is 50, the bandwidth received
by Assured Rate stations is about half of the committed rate (i.e.
500 Kbps). Note that the total bandwidth received by Assured
Rate decreases with the total number of stations almost independently of the number of Assured Rate stations.
In the point corresponding to 8 Assured Rate stations and 2
Best Effort, Assured Rate receives a throughput much higher
than the one committed (1.3 Mbps). Note, however, that if only
the committed 1 Mbps was given to Assured Rate, the 2 Best
Effort stations would experience each a higher throughput than
an Assured Rate station, since they would share the remaining
1 Mbps. The nature of the mechanism we have proposed in
ARME for the CW computation ensures that this undesirable
situation does not occur: with our algorithm, the leftover bandwidth is equally shared between Assured Rate and Best Effort
stations such that a Best Effort station never receives a better
treatment than an Assured Rate one.
Figure 6 shows the bandwidth received by an Assured Rate
station and the one received by a Best Effort station in the case
of 2 Assured Rate stations and varying the total number of stations. It can be seen that it is not only Assured Rate stations but
also Best Effort which see their bandwidth decreased when the
total number of stations increases. Note that even though with
50 stations Assured Rate stations get about half of the commit-

ted bandwidth (250 Kbps each), they still get a throughput 10
times higher than Best Effort stations, which get about 25 Kbps
each. This result could be interpreted as a good tradeoff between differentiation (Assured Rate stations get a much higher
throughput) and fairness (Best Effort stations do not starve).
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C. Channel utilization
Having Assured Rate stations with a CW smaller than the
CW deﬁned in the current standard can impact the channel utilization. Figure 7 shows the channel utilization for the same
scenario than the described for Figure 5, and compares it to the
channel utilization with the current standard (i.e. 0 AS stations).
It can be seen that the channel utilization increases as compared to the current standard when the number of Assured Rate
stations is low. The reason for this is that, with no Assured Rate
stations, the network is underloaded (i.e. the utilization is below
the maximum basically due to too long idle times). Having one
Assured Rate station with a CW lower than the Best Effort one,
the load increases, which leads to a higher utilization. However, the utilization decreases with the number of AS stations.
This is because having more than one Assured Rate station with
a low CW leads to a situation of overload (i.e. too many collisions). In clause IV-B we have proposed an algorithm to control
this effect, which is studied via simulation in clause V-E. With
this algorithm, the channel utilization of ARME does not signiﬁcantly decrease below the channel utilization of 802.11 even
for a high number of Assured Rate stations, as can be seen in
Figure 7.
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Fig. 9. Throughput as a function of c.

D. Over and undercommitment
The network is undercommitted when the Assured Rate Service is given a much lower bandwidth than the throughput available, and overcommitted when it is given a higher bandwidth
than the available throughput.
A situation of undercommitment can occur when most of the
Assured Rate stations are not active. In this case, it would be
desirable that Assured Rate stations could use the leftover bandwidth, therefore receiving a higher throughput than the one requested.
On the other hand, a situation of overcommitment can easily occur when Assured Rate stations are conﬁgured statically.
With static conﬁguration it is desirable to be able to commit a
higher bandwidth than the one available in the channel, assuming that it is highly improbable that all Assured Rate stations
will be active at the same time. However, such conﬁguration
can lead to a situation of overcommitment with a certain probability. In such situation, it will be impossible for Assured Rate
stations to receive the requested throughput. This situation,
however, should not lead to unstability; instead, it would be
desirable that Assured Rate stations shared the available overall
data rate.
In Figure 8 it can be seen that the behavior with under and
overcommitment is the desired. This simulation has been done
for a scenario with a total number of 10 stations, of which 2
(ﬁrst case) or 4 (second case) are Assured Rate stations and the
rest are Best Effort stations. In the following clause a situation
of extreme overcommitment has been simulated, showing that
the behavior in that case is also the desired.

bandwidth assurance and the rest Best Effort. This scenario
leads to many stations with very small CW, and, therefore a
high number of collisions, that would block the channel were
they not controlled by the parameter . The reason for choosing
this extreme scenario was to demonstrate that even in the limit
of overload, the proposed algorithm avoids the blockage of the
channel.
Figures 9, 10 and 11 show the total throughput, the number
of drops per successful packet and the total throughput for Assured Rate and Best Effort as a function of , for the scenario
described above. In these ﬁgures it can be seen that if the value
of is too high, the total throughput experienced is very low,
and the percentage of losses very high. In the extreme case
(  ), the throughput reaches a very low value (500 Kbps)
and the packet drops increase drastically. The reason for this is
that, with such values of , the CW can decrease too much and
the collision probability gets too high. Note that in this case,
Best Effort stations totally starve.
On the other hand, if the value of is too low, we obtain
a good total throughput and very low loss rate, but we do not
achieve the desired differentiation between Assured Rate and
Best Effort. In the limit (  ), there is no differentiation at
all, and Assured Rate stations get exactly the same throughput
as Best Effort. The reason for this is that, with such values of
, CWs are not allowed to decrease below the values for Best
Effort (i.e. the ones deﬁned in the 802.11 standard), and, therefore, the ARME extension deﬁned in this paper is deactivated.
As a conclusion, expresses a tradeoff between efﬁciency
and differentiation, and it can be adjusted via network administration depending on speciﬁc user preferences. In this paper
we have chosen to use an intermediate value:  . With this
value of , a good level of differentiation is achieved, while conserving a good overall efﬁciency, even for the extreme scenario
simulated in this clause.

E. Impact of
In clause IV-B, the constant has been deﬁned as the maximum average number of collisions allowed. This limit is
needed in ARME to avoid loss of efﬁciency in case of overload
due to too small CWs.
Since we are using the RTS/CTS mechanism, the number
of collisions will never exceed 8 (according to the standard,
a packet is dropped after 8 RTS tries). Therefore, the chosen
value for must be in the range of   .
The impact of can be better analyzed in a scenario of extreme overcommitment, since overcommitment leads to a situation of overload. Therefore, to study the impact of we have
chosen to use a scenario consisting of a large number of stations (100 stations), half of them Assured Rate with a very high
0-7803-7376-6/02/$17.00 (c) 2002 IEEE.

F. Impact of Errors
The algorithm proposed in clause IV-B and simulated in the
previous clause is based on a collision counter which counts
every sent packet/RTS for which an Ack/CTS has not been received as a collision. However, in a non-ideal channel the lack
of an Ack can also be due to an error in the channel; in this
case, the lack of an Ack would be falsely interpreted by an Assured Rate station as an indication of overload. As a reaction,
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Figure 12 shows the total throughput, the throughput of Assured Rate and the throughput of Best Effort as a function of
the percentage of errors in the channel, for the same extreme
scenario as in clause V-E with a value of equal to 4. It can
be seen that the level of differentiation (ratio between Assured
Rate and Best Effort throughputs) decreases with the error rate,
as expected. However, even at very high error rates (10%) in
such a extreme scenario, the level of differentiation (i.e. the ratio between the throughput received by Assured Rate and Best
Effort stations) still keeps reasonably high.
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the AS station would increase its CW more aggressively than
it should with the parameter chosen, and, as a consequence,
the achieved level of differentiation between AS and Best Effort
would be lower than the desired.
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Fig. 12. Level of differentiation as a function of the error rate.
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The simulations shown so far correspond to a constant trafﬁc
(UDP CBR sources). In order to gain a better understanding
of the impact of different trafﬁc sources to the performance
of ARME, we have simulated it under bursty trafﬁc (UDP
ON/OFF sources). Since we use a token bucket algorithm for
the computation of the CW, the throughput received by a station will depend on the size of its burst. If the burst length is
smaller than the bucket size, a burst does not empty the bucket
and therefore the station does not see its throughput decreased;
in contrast, if the burst length is larger than the bucket size, it
empties the bucket and this results in a reduction of the throughput received by the station.
In order to show the impact of the burst size, we performed
two different simulations: one with a small burst (ON/OFF periods of 1 ms in average), and one with large bursts (ON/OFF
periods of 500 ms in average). The simulation scenario was the
same as the described by Figure 5.
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Fig. 14. Sources UDP ON/OFF 500 ms.
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Figure 13 shows the results when the ON/OFF periods are of
1 ms. Note that these results are very similar to the results of
Figure 5 (CBR trafﬁc), which means that short ON/OFF periods
do not impact the performance of a station, as argued above. In
Figure 14 it can be seen that large ON/OFF periods, in contrast
to short ones, do impact the experienced throughput. However,
this impact is not too high. An explanation for this rather low
impact could be that the internal buffering of the station performs as a trafﬁc shaper, smoothening the bursty trafﬁc.
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Fig. 16. TCP vs. UDP.
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two Assured Rate stations, one endless TCP and the other UDP
CBR, had a committed throughput of 500 Kbps, while the remaining 8 stations were Best Effort stations sending UDP CBR
trafﬁc. The UDP Assured Rate station sends at a rate of 500
Kbps, the Best Effort ones at a rate of 1 Mbps. Figure 16 shows
the instantaneous bandwidth achieved by the TCP Assured Rate
source, the UDP Assured Rate source and one UDP Best Effort
source. It can be seen that the result is the desired: both Assured Rate stations oscillate around their committed throughput, while Best Effort stations receive the bandwidth left over
by Assured Rate.
From this experiment we conclude that ARME provides TCP
with a fair treatment with respect to UDP. This is because the
ARME algorithm adapts the CW to the aggressiveness of the
source: a less aggressive source, like TCP, will see its CW
reduced until it receives the committed throughput, while a
more aggressive source, like UDP, will achieve its committed
throughput with a larger CW.

The Assured Rate Service aims at guaranteeing average
bandwidth, which makes it especially suitable for data trafﬁc.
Since TCP is widely used for such trafﬁc, the support of it is a
key aspect of any architecture aiming at bandwidth assurance.
Figure 15 shows the bandwidth obtained by Assured Rate
stations for the same experiment as in Figure 5, when the trafﬁc
sources are endless TCP. It can be seen that under TCP trafﬁc
the proposed architecture performs almost as well as with UDP
CBR trafﬁc. Our algorithm, therefore, can work together with
the congestion control of a TCP source, providing TCP sources
with the committed throughput.
Note that, in contrast to the previous experiments, in this case
it is necessary to reserve bandwidth in the downlink for Assured Rate in order to achieve the desired bandwidth distribution, since the TCP acknowledgements in the return path determine through the congestion control of TCP the throughput of
the ﬂow. The main difference between the downlink and uplink
channels is that in the downlink the queue is not distributed but
centralized. The enqueuing algorithm used in order to achieve
the desired behavior in the downlink channel is the one deﬁned
in the DiffServ architecture for wired networks [2].
The amount of bandwidth reserved for the downlink in the
experiments of Figure 15 was of 300 Kbps. The determination
of how much bandwidth has to be reserved in the return path is
an issue of DiffServ and is beyond the scope of this paper.
I. TCP vs. UDP
When TCP and UDP ﬂows compete with each other, the
bandwidth distribution tends to favor UDP. This is because,
in case of congestion, TCP backs off because of its congestion control mechanism, and UDP, without any kind of congestion control and therefore more aggressive, consumes the
bandwidth left by TCP. A QoS architecture with bandwidth
assurance should overcome this different level of aggressiveness of the sources and provide all sources with their committed throughput independent of the congestion control algorithm
they use. This requirement, however, is difﬁcult to meet, and
most QoS architectures do not achieve the desired level of fairness between TCP and UDP (see e.g. [16] for the Differentiated
Services architecture).
To study the level of fairness between TCP and UDP
achieved by ARME, we performed the following experiment:
0-7803-7376-6/02/$17.00 (c) 2002 IEEE.

VI. R ELATED WORK
Current trends in wireless networks indicate a desire to provide a ﬂexible wireless infrastructure that can support high
quality services along with traditional best effort. In such a
wireless environment, QoS support becomes critical.
One possible approach for supporting QoS in Wireless LAN
is based on the Integrated Services architecture proposed for
the wireline Internet [17]. In this approach, the control over
wireless resources is very strict, motivated by the argument that
strict control, with complex and sophisticated mechanisms and
protocols, is required to maintain good quality in the wireless
environment.
Another approach for QoS support in Wireless LAN is based
on the Differentiated Services architecture, which provides service differentiation using more simple mechanisms. There have
been several proposals for service differentiation in wireless
networks, like in [18]. These mechanisms, however, rely on
centralized control and polling of backlogged mobile hosts. In
contrast to these proposals, the architecture we propose is based
on distributed control. We argue that distributed control of radio
resources results in a more productive use of radio resources.
[19], [20], [21], [22], [23] and [24] are other proposals for
service differentiation relying on distributed control. These architectures are based on the idea of modifying the backoff time
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computation of the 802.11 standard to provide service differentiation, which is also the basis of our scheme.
In [19] the backoff time computation is modiﬁed by assigning shorter CWs to low delay real-time service. [20] and [21]
propose the use of different CWs and different backoff increase
parameters, respectively, for different priorities in data trafﬁc.
The fact that the parameters in [19], [20] and [21] are statically set makes the throughput received by a high quality station uncertain, as opposed to our proposal, in which the desired
throughput is achieved by modifying dynamically the CW.
The Distributed Fair Scheduling (DFS) approach [22] proposes a dynamic algorithm for the backoff time computation in
order to allocate bandwidth to the different stations proportionally to their weights. The main difference between the service
provided by DFS and our approach is that DFS provides relative throughput guarantees, while our approach provides absolute guarantees. One drawback of DFS as compared to our
approach is that in DFS each node has to monitor all transmitted packets and read the so-called ﬁnish tag of each packet. In
addition, DFS requires the header format of 802.11 to be modiﬁed in order to include this ﬁnish tag in the packet header.
[23] provides relative priorities for delay and throughput
in a multi-hop wireless network. This approach piggybacks
scheduling information onto RTS/DATA packets and then uses
this information to modify the computation of the backoff
times. [23] has the same drawbacks commented for DFS, since
it requires all nodes to monitor all transmitted packets in order
to extract the scheduling information, and it requires the modiﬁcation of the 802.11 header formats. Another drawback of [23]
is that it does not provide backwards compatibility.
The Distributed QoS (D-QoS) approach [24] proposes the
use of different CWs and Contention Offsets (COs) for different priority classes, in order to provide relative differentiation
between classes. [24] mentions the possibility of dynamically
computing the CW/CO values based on the monitored load.
However, [24] does not propose any algorithm for this dynamic
computation and provides only simulation results for statically
set CWs/COs.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have proposed the ARME architecture for
providing an Assured Rate Service in Wireless LAN, in line
with the Assured Rate Service of DiffServ. The ARME architecture provides a scheduling comparable to the RIO scheduling
of DiffServ for the wireline Internet.
The design goals of ARME have been to keep the MAC protocol fully distributed, to minimize the migration effort from the
current standard, and to provide backwards compatibility. We
argue that a fully distributed MAC protocol is more efﬁcient
and ﬂexible than a centralized one. We believe that the fact that
ARME only requires minor changes in the computation of the
CW facilitates the migration from the 802.11 standard. Finally,
the algorithm for the computation of the CW has been designed
in such a way that 802.11 terminals behave as Best Effort terminals in the proposed architecture.
The simulations performed show that ARME provides Assured Rate terminals with its guaranteed throughput in normal
circumstances, while the leftover bandwidth is shared equally
0-7803-7376-6/02/$17.00 (c) 2002 IEEE.

between Best Effort and Assured Rate. Furthermore, starving
Best Effort terminals is avoided in case of overload by trading
off the bandwidth assurance of Assured Rate. Finally, simulations with TCP have shown that the algorithm is capable of
overcoming the congestion control of TCP.
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